
Making Sulis Healing Waters Guided Meditation

Close your eyes and go into meditation however you usually would. See yourself at the temple; you are sitting at the edge of the waters with your bowl in your hand. Take a moment to see the temple around you; the tall, stone columns, the statues that line the upper level, and the waters in front of you.
Take a moment to connect with the energy of Sulis. How does this feel to you? Place your hands in the water in front of you; it is warm, filled with healing energies that vibrates through your hands. Sulis is here, watching over her temple, watching over you; Goddess of the sun, bright and powerful, her energy calming and restorative. Take another moment to just connect with this energy and feel yourself under the watchful eye of Sulis.
Pick up your bowl and place it into the pool, and fill it with the water, and as you do this pick up the physical bowl of water you have in front of you. Hold it between your hands, the warmth from the water seeping through the bowl and into your hands. Feel its healing energies, contained within this bowl, the power of Sulis for you to use however you choose.

Chant:
"Hail Sulis,
At you temple I honour you,
At your temple I revere you,
At your temple I connect with you.
Empower these waters with your healing energy
To remove all illness and restore one to full health.
Yours is the power of the sun
And the power of the waters
And I call unto you to bless this water
With your brilliant healing light.
So mote it be."

As you stare at the waters of the temple in front of you, a figure begins to emerge from the water itself.  It is Sulis herself, her hair braided, her robes yellow and red flowing about her. She walks towards you  - or rather glides, the waters barely moving as she does, until she is standing in front of you. Her whole body radiates with the light of the sun, healing energies flowing from her that make you feel warm and safe, any worries or negative feelings you have slipping away.
She smiles and leans down, reaching out an arm and gently, with just the tip of a finger, touches the water in your bowl. It immediately begins to glow, a soft, white light - the healing energies of Sulis filling the bowl.
She removes her finger, and as she does the glowing light begins to fade. But as it does, know that her energy will always be present in this water, healing all that it touches.
You nod, and thank Sulis. She nods back at you, an acknowledgement of your thanks, and she turns and heads back into the waters.
Sit here with your bowl of water for as long as you want, connecting with its energy. When you feel ready, return from meditation however you usually would.

